European Intralogistics Summit 2020 Call for Speakers is now
open
Pick & Pack is the leading event on innovation in intralogistics and packaging that
will gather in Barcelona the latest solutions in manufacturing, printing and supply
chain
Logistic digitalization, robotics, automation or intelligent storage systems are some
of the top technologies showcased at the event

Barcelona, 2nd October 2019 – Pick & Pack is the leading event on innovation in intralogistics
and packaging that will take place next February, from 12th to 14th, in Barcelona showcasing the
latest solutions in processing, printing, packaging and supply chain. Over 200 companies will
display the most cutting-edge technology, machinery, new materials, design and robotics to
transform the actual warehouses into Warehouses 4.0. Together with the exhibition, Pick & Pack
hold the European Intralogistics Summit 2020, a 3-days conference where to meet the new
challenges about logistic digitalization, artificial intelligence, collaborative robotics, IoT and
supply chain.
The event is aimed to boost the competitivity of the intralogistics sector, gathering an audience
of more than 7.000 professionals from the food & beverage industry, cosmetics, pharma,
automotive, retail or consumer goods eager to learn from 180 international experts how to face
the future challenges of their industry. To become one of the experts that go on stage, the event
just opened a Call for Speakers to participate as speaker at the European Intralogistics Summit
2020. Candidates can send their proposal until November 26th 2019.
This Congress will present all the solutions that are transforming business models in order to
reduce costs for unit delivered, to minimize time delivery, and to secure the productivity on the
supply chain. At the same time, the Summit will have personalized agendas for any industry such
as food, drinks, cosmetics and pharma, retail and ecommerce, automotive, electronics,
industrial goods or logistic services, with specific vertical agendas to highlight the challenges,
trends and best practices to learn from.
The fourth industrial revolution has caused that both packaging and intralogistics industries have
to face new challenges. In this scenario, Pick & Pack proposes to join the digitalization and
discover new instruments in order to get more efficient, intelligent and productive factories and
storages. Combining an expositive area and conferences, Pick & Pack becomes the business
generation and technology transfer professional platform.

PICK&PACK es un evento de:

